Newest Type Wave Propagation Discovered

The steam and water power lab at the Institute, part of the old power generating equipment, is being moved to Open House Room 3-158. Shipping the Pelton wheel by Stokes light may be seen.

The textile lab (Rm. 3-215) will have the latest equipment for testing modern textile materials. A miniature room and a corner weaving machine will be in operation.

The Biological Lab in the same building will have the following major exhibits:

Several model engines run by these students in operation in that order. Two of the engines which have been built and all are of the largest.

The 410 section of Burton House will continue as the Co-operative Unit.

To consolidate anticipated vacancies this Fall term, the students presenting themselves to the Institute possesses, the use of all dormitories will be directed to Dean Pandel.

Three hundred guides were present to conduct visitors to the various exhibits presented by the different departments and student activities, which combined to present to the outsider a glimpse of the Institute's activities.

Various laboratories were opened to display the mass of equipment in the Institute possesses, the use of which is being made.

The B.O.T. provided another group of outstanding exhibits. The classic type of weapon which is being displayed was also exhibited. The display of the machine provided a big attraction for the visitors.
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